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Feds Charge Former N.H. State Rep Laughton for Sex
Exploitation of Kids. Pedo Had Support of Democrat Big
Shots O’Rourke and Swalwell

AP Images
Stacie-Marie Laughton

Federal agents have charged “transgender
woman” Stacie-Marie Laughton, a former
state representative in New Hampshire, with
child sexual exploitation in connection with
his arrest by local cops on kiddie-porn
charges.

Laughton, a Democrat and the first
“transgender” elected to public office in the
United States, exchanged explicit photos
and text messages in which he discussed
raping children with another defendant in
the case.

But the arrest of the pedo is more than just
evidence that many “transgenders” are sex
perverts. It’s more evidence that pedos and
groomers have deeply penetrated the
Democrat Party. Top Democrats, including a
presidential candidate, campaigned for
Laughton.

The Federal Case

Nashua cops collared Laughton on June 20, the federal criminal complaint observes. He had told a
witness that Lindsay Groves, his girlfriend, sent him child pornography. Cops also arrested Groves.

“Groves told NPD that she has worked as an early childhood teacher at Creative Minds located in
Tyngsborough, Massachusetts for approximately six years,” and she and Laughton “had a sexualized
text message conversation in May/June 2022 wherein Laughton asked Groves to capture nude images of
children from Creative Minds.”

Groves complied and confessed that she took them.

Groves’s iPhone 13 and iPad contained more than 10,000 texts that included “explicit descriptions of
sex with each other and others (including children).”

Here are just two exchanges on June 7 after Groves told Laughton she was “horny”:

Laughton: I had always wanted to put my d**k inside one of the little girls you work with, but you said
they were too little and then you said I could so I don’t know I know you’re horny I’m trying to get clean
and I already have the hot water running baby.

Groves: I want to do it with the kids at work
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Groves: than you can put your d**k inside them

**********************************

Laughton: So you would let me f**k the little girls that you work with

Laughton: And you’re not screenshot Ing this and possibly use it against me at all like we’re both on
the same page we both want to do this and he would let me put my d**k inside those little girls I mean
what if my d**k is too big I mean its big but its not that big I think you could fit in there and if it doesn’t
fit all the way then I could stop I don’t want to hurt them

Groves: If they want your d**k inside them

Laughton: Would you let the little girls s**k my d**k

Groves: It’s their choice

From at least May 10 through June 16, the complaint concludes, Groves and Laughton “were involved in
an intimate relationship in which they discussed their sexual attraction to and potential sexual
involvement with children, as well as specific discussion about taking explicit photographs of minors in
Groves’s care for Laughton.”

Man-Lady Laughton told Groves to “photograph herself holding the penis of a male child or putting her
finger in a female.”

Again, Groves complied.

The feds charged her with sexual exploitation of children and distribution of child porn.

Laughton is charged with sexual exploitation of children and aiding and abetting.

On the sexual exploitation count, the two face 15 to 30 years in prison and five years to life of
supervised release. Distributing child porn carries a mandatory five to 20 years and a minimum five
years to life of supervised release. They can be fined up to $250,000.

Two Laughton Backers

As for Laughton’s party confreres, Libs of TikTok revealed yesterday that two top Democrats appear to
have been bosom pals with Laughton.

Beto O’Rourke, the failed presidential candidate for U.S. Senate and one-time burglar, backed
Laughton. So did leftist Eric Swalwell, the California congressman famous for ritual denunciations of
President Donald Trump. He appears in photos with the two leftists in 2022.

O’Rourke and Swalwell, of course, will say they are completely surprised. That aside, consider the
Biden administration’s obsession with trannies who support the genital mutilation of kids and its hiring
of “non-binary” sadist Sam Brinton, who backs underage homosexual prostitution.

One must wonder how many pedos have reached the top tier of Democrat politicians and officials.
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